The Suffocating Air of Kabul
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U
nity is the act of joining together and living to- gether in a spirit of non-discrimination. Afghanistan is a state in order to achieve national goals. In the mean- time, political systems, more importantly the educational system, media and elites are to establish a deeper collec- tive feeling of coexistence. This feeling of national unity is the important instrument for leading the nation towards its progress and prosperity and this feeling of national unity must be established in the process and promote unity and love in a country. It grows people sense of security for they are able to feel safe and better and understanding each oth- er’s sensitivity. Unity promotes cooperation and opens p

opportunity to excellence.

In the other words, no one has ever reached the bliss of unity without social justice. It is highly important for the leaders of the government to provide a sense of social justice and meritocracy are an underlying principle for peaceful and prosperous life within and among na- tions. Social justice and meritocracy is only issued by credible addresses under certain terms and conditions.

Finally, we must learn from vast political experience and important role of the leadership; it was the unity of unit that changed the destiny of many war-torn countries both in east and west. Afghanistan, like most of the rest of the countries, is a political system that is divided into many tribes. The political system is not united and the leaders are not united. Hence, they are yet to be fulfilled. I can claim with full cer-
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